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INTEGRATED POLICY FOR THE QUALITY AND THE ENVIROMENT 

 

 

ACTUATECH has always based its own growing and its own development on the high quality of the 

product and on the service offered at the market and it’s firmly convinced that the research of the 

continuous improvement is an essential success factor and it want pursue it on respecting of  the 

following basic principles: 

 

 Define the interested parts sensible for the management system, , analyze and respond to 

their present and future needs, offer products, solutions and services, able not only to 

meet the requirements, but also to overcome the customer expectations.  

Understanding the needs and the expectations of the interested parts strengthens 

our competitiveness, the ability to maintain and promote new investments, the vitality 

and continuous development of the our organization. 

 Involve the Process Owners and their collaborators to establish a shared policy for the 

organization: create and maintain an environment that fully involve the workers on the pursue 

of the organization’s goals 

 Design, produce and furnish products that satisfying what the market want, that ensure the 

highest reliability, a long life and the reduction of the environment impact ( lower energy and 

raw material consumption, reusability of the material, maintenance…) 

 Respect the product standards and the national and international applicable laws, 

concerning the health protection, the job security and the environmental protection. 

 Ensure the protection of the final users, protect the Health and Safety at work, to 

prevent the pollution and the respect of the principles of Social Responsibility. 

 Manage business activities and resources as a controlled process:  monitor the 

processes effectiveness and efficiency, establish improvement objectives  and  key 

performance indicators to measure their achievement. 

  Reduction in the consumption of resources (materials, fuel, energy and water) 

through the technological innovation, the adoption of top performing technical or 

organizative solutions in terms of productivity and of energy efficiency. 

 Identify and control the potential risk and evaluate the opportunities of improvement 

in the business process, to guarantee the compliance of the product, the satisfying of 
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the needs of the interested parts and the correct manage of the environmental 

aspect. 

 Improve the internal and external communications of the organization: promote the 

information ant the formation of the employee at every level of competence to help 

the personal growing and the diffusion of a mentality of work oriented at the customer 

satisfaction, to promote the health and the job security and to protect the 

environment. 

 Improve flexibility and readiness to give appropriated answer to the market changings 

or at the interested parts: select supplier be careful at the quality, at the social and 

the environmental sustainability  

  

According to this principles, ACTUATECH  promote the continuous growing of the 

organization. We planning and  implementing with the Integrated Managing System of the 

goals and with the means for their achievement. We guarantee the communication and the 

involvement of the employees and a constant monitoring of the process and the activities 

connected to  the products or services furnished. 

High quality standards, the protection of environment, the Sustainability, the Corporate 

Social Responsibility, the Protection of the Health and the Job Security are the fundaments 

of our Business Strategy. 

 

With our actuators we protect the environment and the community near us, improving 

concretely the life quality and making more reliable  and sure the manufacturing plants. 

 

 

 

Villa Carcina,  3 July  2017                      

 

A. Bonomi 
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